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INC: AUTOMATIC MICROFLUIDICS DEFECT DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION USING

Automatic Microfluidics Defect Detection and Classification Using
Deep Neural Networks

Abstract
The wafer defects are outcomes of wafer manufacturing process. It is important for the
business to detect them at a very early stages, so that the corrective action can be taken
immediately. Any defect which are undetected will pass through the further steps of manufacturing and would add additional production cost. Currently the wafer defect detection
is being done manually with help of operators. Six to Seven operators are deployed, to do
a visual inspection. As the volume of images that need to be examined are much higher
(order of 1000s per day), this process is prone to human errors. Furthermore, addition of
human resources incurring extra cost to the manufacturing process. Furthermore, the wafer
defect detection process is challenging as the defect span is in the order of microns. The
image acquisition at this zoom level could introduce grains and focusing artifacts. This
makes the detecting task complicated for the traditional computer vision algorithms.
We have developed a deep neural network (Hybrid network, Resnet and Modified Yolo V5)
based algorithm to detect the defective Micro Fluidic Devices and localize the defect the
within the wafer. Our network will first detect the defective Micro Fluidic Devices, and then
classify the detected one in to one of the three categories (For the POC, we addressed only
good, contamination and blocked device categories). Our network provided a precisionclose
to 99%, and a Recall close to 97.6%. Our data sample set consists of 500 images. We
developed an open CV based labeling algorithm to label ground truth. Our architecture
consists of two independent networks, one for detection, and second one for reviewing the
outcome of first network. Both networks were independently trained with 500 samples
(Each sample contains approximately 10 MicroFluidic Device), for 1000 epochs and the
model which gave best results were extracted.
Keywords: Defect Detection, Defect Classification, Object Detection, Defect Binning

1. Problem Statement
The particles and contaminants during the wafer manufacturing process can result in
different types of wafer defects. Currently after manufacturing, the wafers will be inspected
using a front side and back side inspection process. In a front side inspection process, the
front side images of the wafer would capture using a dedicated camera system, and the
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same would be sent for a manual inspection to the operators. The volume of such inspection
images would be of the order of 1000s. Such a huge volume analysis requires large amounst
of human resources, and the visual grading are subjective and highly error prone. Thus,
an automated algorithm which can analyze the captured images has significant business
value. The algorithm should be able to perform the following tasks with higher precision
and accuracy.
• Algorithm should be able to detect individual Micro Fluidic Device positions from the
captured images. It can be displayed using a bounding box around the Device locations
within the wafer
• Algorithm should be able to localize the defect
• Algorithm should have the capability to classify the detected devices in to one of the
many different defect categories. In this POC we mainly considered 3 classes. A good
, Blocked and the contaminated Micro Fluidic Devices.
• The algorithm should generate a grade report which consists of the locations of the
device positions, and the class of the defect at that location
• The algorithm should take extra precautions to avoid any kind of false negative predictions. A false positive can still be reconfirmed with manual review, but a false
negative might slip the wafer through the manufacturing pipeline, which has higher
business impact
• The developed algorithm should be generic, so that it should be able to compensate
for the image acquisition anomalies. figure 1 shows a set of images captured using
RUDOLF system.
An example of wafer defect is shown in figure 1.
2. Proposed Solution
We proposed a Deep Hybrid Neural network-based solution for automatic wafer detection
and classification. As the false negative need to be strictly minimized, a two-phase network
would do a better job.
• The first network, termed as detector network is a modified YOLO version 5 network,
which is responsible for detecting and localizing the device position, and then assigning
a class label to each of the detected device
• The second network termed as review network will receive only the cropped individual
device objects. It will review the label assigned by the detector network, and then
provides its feed back
• A grading module will collect the feedback from review and detector networks, and
then assign final label to the detect devices. This is described in figure 2
2
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Figure 1: The Leftmost image shows a Good, Middle one a Blocked and the Right one a set of contaminated
Micro Fluidic Devices. The image acquisition abnormalities are described against each figure.

The detailed flowchart of the algorithm is provided in the figure 3 The algorithm psuedo
code is described in Algorithm 1. Algorithm flow is shown in figure 3.
This algorithm needs to be deployed at the production side. So, passing the image
multiple time over a network would take considerable run-time. YOLO network
architectures need to pass the image only once through the detector network, and it can
detect all the possible objects within the image. The following sections explains the
Detector and Review networkarchitecture in detail.
2.1. The Detector Network
The state of art YOLO network is very efficient in object detection tasks. However, the
objective in hand is to detect wafer defects. Some wafer defects like contamination are very
minute and their spread is varying from sub-pixel to couple of pixel levels. When the wafer
image propagates through state of art YOLO network conv layers, we observed that the
features corresponding small defects like contamination are filtered out. This resulted in
significant amounts of miss-classifications for the contamination defect. To rectify this
feature dropping effect, we modified the state of art YOLO version 5 networks by adding a
forward connection from each of the convolution layers. This is depicted in figure 4. These
forward connections save the feature maps at each of the convolution layers, and finally
merge it with last layer. As a result, the final loss between bounding boxes would contain
features from last layers as well as initial layers. This approach has significantly improved
our detection accuracy.
For a YOLO based architecture, the image will initially pass through a series of convolution layers. During the forward pass the image size gradually reduces from 424 × 424
3
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Figure 2: The hybrid architecture for automatic wafer defect detection and classification

to 26 ×
26. From this point the cross-entropy loss used for the classification part will be
generated. The conceptual diagram of the detector network architecture is shown in figure
5
After completing the forward propagation through the CNN layers, the feature maps
further continues through a series of transpose conv layers. At each stage the image is
interpolated to next level in the image pyramid. Final layer will be 424 × 424. At this
layer the feature maps from initial conv layers will be merged after the interpolation. At
this point the feature map will be further converted in to 1 D feature vectors. This output
would be used to generate the bounding box lose (We used L2 norm). Total loss would be a
weighted sum of classification and bounding loses.
A detailed architecture of the network with specific layer, and numbers are shown in figure
4
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Figure 3: The algorithmic steps involved in automatic defect classification and detection

C1 = −c1t × log(c1) − c2t × log(c2) − c3t × log(c3)
r12 + r22

B1 =

(1)
(2)
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C1 =Classification Loss
B1 =BoundingBox Loss
c1 =Blocked
c2 =Good
c3 =Contamination
c1t =Blocked Truth
c2t =Good Truth
c3t =Contamination Truth
r1 =Bounding Box vector
r2 =Bounding Box vector GroundTruth

Figure 4: Modified Yolo Architecture details with layer number

2.1.1. Performance
We trained the detector network with 400 labeled images of containing an equal distribution of Good, Blocked and contaminated Micro Fluidic Devices. Each of the image had close
to 10 device objects. The ground truth images were labeled using an automated labeling
algorithm, and then manually correcting the miss-classified images. We used another 50image set for validation and testing. The input image size was selected as 426
× 426. We
trained the image over 1000 epochs, with a learning rate of 0.001. We used Adam’s
optimizer to optimize the loss functions. When the class confidence is greater than 0.8,
the detector
6
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Figure 5: Conceptual Modified Yolo Architecture
Table 1: Detector Network Confusion Matrix

Good
Good
0.94
Blocked
0.01
Contaminated 0.03

Blocked
0
0.98
0

Contaminated
0.06
0.01
0.97

network gave a precision close to 100%. The class confidence vs precision curve is shown in
figure 6
The precision Vs Recall curve is in the upper right quadrant indicating efficiency of the
network. This is shown in figure 7 A sample graded image at the output of the detector
network is shown in figure 8
The confusion matrix for the detector network is give in table 1
If the class score is less than 90%, the detected region will be cropped and will be passed
to review network to review the decision.
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Figure 6: Class confidence Vs Precision Curve

2.2. The Review Network
We used a simple convolution deep neural network architecture for reviewing the cropped
portion of the image. This network see only a cropped portion of the acquired image
(Detected Region by the detector network), and thus the accuracy of classification will be
much higher.This image is separately trained using 4000 cropped random images from main
data set. Thenetwork is trained for following classes.
• Good Device
• Blocked Device
• Contamination
• Non-Device Areas in the wafer
The network architecture is shown in figure 9 The pre-processing module will re-size the
cropped region to 32 ×
x 32. The class score of the image region will be shared with the
grading module (figure 2). The network provided close to 99% accuracy when tested on
random cropped samples.
8
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Figure 7: Class Precision Vs Recall Curve

2.2.1. Performance
The network is trained with 4000 cropped random samples for 100 epochs. The model
with minimum loss is saved for each of the epoch, and the best one is used for inference.
Around 250 random sampled images are used for validation and testing. The confusion
matrix for the review network is shown in table 2
3. Conclusion
The proposed hybrid architecture has provided very good performance on the front side
wafer images acquired using RUDOLF. The inference part can provide the result within
30 milliseconds. The overall network accuracy is close to 99%. The ADC algorithm could
be potentially deployed at wafer manufacturing site, to reduce the manual inspection by
operators, and thereby reduce the manual work and possibility of error by a huge margin.
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Table 2: Confusion Matrix for Review Network

Good
Good
0.91
Blocked
0
Contaminated 0.03
Non-Device
0

Blocked
0.05
100
0
0

Contaminated
0.04
0
0.97
0

Non-Device
0
0
0
100

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for automatic defect classification and detection
1: procedure ADC (matInputImage[m, n])
1> matInputImage is the input 2D Color
Image
2:
matIImage ← Resize(matInputImage)
3:
textGrade← DetectorNetwork(matIImage) 1> The Bounding box and class scores
generated by detector network
4:
matCroppedImage ← Crop (matInputImage, ROI)
1> The ROI will be cropped
from main image using detected coordinates
5:
ClassScore ← Score(matCroppedImage)
6:
while ROI < T otalDetectedRegions do
1> Loop through Each detected region
7:
end while
8:
Report(textGrade)
9: end procedure
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Figure 8: Sample Result from detector network
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Figure 9: Review Network Architecture
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